
Since 1995, The Rare Wine Co. has been America’s mostrespected source of great Tuscan olive oils. In the Art of
Eating, Ed Behr has called us “surely the best American
source for fine Tuscan olive oil.”
And in the Wine Spectator, Matt Kramer has praised not

only our oils but our prices: “A top source of extremely fine
Tuscan olive oils ... prices are unusually fair.”
This year’s oils will, to be blunt, knock your socks off.

In fact, only one harvest of the past fifteen rivals it: 2008.
And even that excellent crop may not have had quite the
intensity and color of the best 2015s. We might have to go
back to some of our favorite harvests in the late 1990s to
see this kind of quality.
As we do every year, we spent several 14-hour days in

early November in Tuscany tasting through scores of oils at
numerous estates. This is a ritual we’ve been loyal to since
1995. It enables us to hand-select the very best pressings,
often from single olive groves.

The oils we selected this year promise to be the most
exciting available anywhere, and they have now arrived. It
is your best chance of the year to stock up on the world’s
greatest—yet most fairly priced—olive oils.

A Change of Pace
The 2015 oils are an exciting change of pace. In recent

years, our work has been made more difficult by the warm,
dry summers, which has robbed many oils of their charac-
teristic color, perfume and punch. Yet, our diligence—and
our ability to be very choosey, a privilege granted very few
oil importers—has allowed us to come up with the best oils
each year.
But this year was different: it was a feast of riches.

Almost everywhere we travelled, we found powerful and
deeply colored oils. It is a year for all of us to buy generous-
ly. But, as always, it is a year to buy wisely.  
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Highs & Lows

That’s because quality is far from uniform. Selvapiana (see
photo far left above) produced some of the most exciting oil
we’ve seen from anybody in years. Selvapiana’s Rufina neigh-
bors, Grati and Colognole, also hit home runs.
But at some other estates, especially farther south in Tuscany,

the oils were good but hardly of earth-shattering quality. And
everywhere pressings varied in style and even quality, based on
olive variety and harvest date.
Our visit with the brilliant Giorgio Franci (above, second

from left) was, as always, a highlight, as he guided us through a
dizzying number of pressings. His tastings are always a lesson in
how each harvest varies from day to day, site to site and variety
to variety. (The middle photo above gives you an idea of how
widely the colors varied this year among Giorgio’s different tanks.)

Our Guarantee of Quality
Some amazing oils have been made in Tuscany in 2015. Yet,

as always, caution is advised. After an economically disastrous
2014 harvest, you will hear countless claims that this or that oil
is the quintessence, crafted by hand by a family grower, when in
fact that will rarely be the case.
Unless you know the background, you should take such

claims with a grain of salt. Very few oils that reach the US are
in fact entirely estate-grown. Blending from multiple properties
is common, as is the practice of buying outside oil to bolster
stocks. But since 1995, The Rare Wine Co. has not only sold
only 100% estate-grown oils, many of our oils are selections
from specific olive groves.

Locking Up the Best

In the photo above, second from the right, you’ll see our green
tags on three small tanks at Melograno. These three tanks are
pure, mono-varietal Frantoio, harvested on November 5th. While
we could have phoned in our order and gotten a terrific oil, the
marriage of these three tanks represents sheer greatness. And only
RWC clients and their friends will get to experience its magic.
In fact, we learned long ago that there’s no substitute for

being there and choosing our own oils before the producers
make up their blends. Not only do we get the best; we avoid
the homogenizing effect of blending two months’ worth of
pressings.
With good reason, wine and food writers have consistently

praised RWC Tuscan oils as the best, and most fairly-priced,
available. And it will never be more true than in the coming
months.

Stock up!
The best 2015 oils are beautifully colored, brightly nuanced

and thickly textured. As we noted earlier, with the possible
exception of 2008, you need to go back to the late 1990s—a
time when Tuscany’s weather was cooler and more conducive to
producing great oil.  
On the pages that follow, you will find our selections from

this remarkable harvest—each oil capturing the beauty and
nobility of Tuscany’s ancient olive oil-making tradition. These
are very exciting olive oils: buy them with the knowledge that
you are buying the year’s very best. 

A TUSCAN OIL YEAR TO CELEBRATE continued from page 1
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The Best of 2015
Thirteen hand-chosen blue chip oils
that represent the year’s best in Tuscany, at prices well
below what you’ll pay for even ordinary oils elsewhere.

d
f 2015 Franci Villa Magra (Montenero) $29.95    read buy

f 2015 Franci Rose Olivastra Seggianese Grand Cru
(Montenero) $34.95   read buy

f 2015 Franci Villa Magra Grand Cru
(Montenero) *Only Available as part of Set No.1 read buy

f 2015 Monte Vasca 2 (Rufina) $25.95    read buy

f 2015 Vetrice Vasca 35 (Rufina) $25.95    read buy

f 2015 Selvapiana Fusto 2 (Rufina) $25.95   read buy

f 2015 Colognole Montegiovi Vasca 4 (Rufina) $24.95    read buy

f 2015 Il Giardino (Rufina) $19.95   read buy

f 2015 Frascole (Rufina) $24.95 read buy

f 2015 Il Poggione (Montalcino) $34.95  read buy

f 2015 Melograno Frantoio 11/5
 (Mercatale Val di Pesa) $29.95   read buy

f 2015 Cogno (Castellina in Chianti) $25.95    read buy

f 2015 Carnasciale (Valdarno) $34.95 read buy
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The Complete Package
Four Tuscan oil assortments to get you through the year, 

plus the Mother Lode for true olive oil lovers.

As our regular olive oil buyers have learned, the best
way to assure yourself of phenomenal olive oil
throughout the year is to stock up in the spring. You’ll

want to buy enough to at least last you through 2016, mak-
ing sure that you have a few bottles to spare for gifts to
friends. 
Most customers can easily go through a case in a year,

since that’s just one bottle a month. Others will go through

two, three, four or even five dozen bottles over the course of
twelve months.
To make your choice easier this year, we’re not only offering
the oils individually, we’ve created four packages that allow
you to focus on producers and oils you love, while also
exploring others you may not know.
Best of all, we’ve created The Mother Lode, which is a
package of all four sets at a price you won’t want to pass up. 

Set No. 1: Franci
1 bt Villa Magra
1 bt Rose Olivastra Seggianese Gran Cru 
1 bt Villa Magra Grand Cru

$92.50 reg. $104.85  buy

Set No. 2: 12-bottle
Rufina Explorer Case

4 bts Monte
4 bts Vetrice
2 bts Selvapiana
2 bts Colognole

$275.00 reg. $309.40  buy

Set No. 3: Il Poggione
Three 1-liter bottles of Il Poggione

$95.00 reg. $104.85  buy

Set No. 4: 12-bottle
Tuscan Explorer Case

1 bt Cogno
1 bt Carnasciale
1 bt Frascole
1 bt Il Giardino
1 bt Melograno
2 bts Monte 
2 bts Vetrice
2 bts Selvapiana
1 bt Colognole 

$280.00 reg. $316.40   buy

The Mother Lode
All Four Sets at a Special Package Price.

30 bottles of otherworldly, blue chip 2015 Tuscan olive oil
$695.00   buy

Reg. $835.50 (a savings of nearly 17% off our already low individual bottle prices)

To place your order online, either through our 
website or via email, click here. 
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Frantoio
Franci
Montenero
d’Orcio

If there’s a superstar in Tuscan oil, it is GiorgioFranci. From childhood, Giorgio was groomed to
take over his father’s frantoio south of Montalcino.
But unlike other young Tuscans in a similar posi-
tion, he gravitated to the world of food and wine
that existed outside Tuscany.
He hung out with elite winemakers and chefs

and came to understand the concept of terroir.He
learned that superior technique can make the differ-
ence between mediocre and transcendent, and he
acquired the skill to blend and taste like a great
winemaker. Since his first harvest in 1995—coinci-
dentally our first year importing Tuscan oil—he’s
become Italy’s most revered oil maker.
Each year, we look forward to our visit with

Giorgio, not only to see what wonders have come
out of his state-of-the-art Alfa-Laval presses, but we
also relish his take on the year’s harvest, which is
one of the region’s best-informed.
As Giorgio’s global following continues to grow,

consider yourself fortunate to have direct access to
some of the finest olive oils on the planet. They are
essential purchases. 
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2015 Franci Villa Magra
$29.95 500ml
Villa Magra is Franci’s flagship oil, blend-
ed from the best pressings of its best olive
groves in the village of Montenero. 
When we visit, we taste all of the tanks

selected to go into Villa Magra,  and on
that basis we can anticipate what the final
blend will be like. (It’s a lot like barrel tas-
ing in a winery; the more barrels you taste,
the better the idea you have of the final
blend.)
In the past, we always waited for

Giorgio’s final blend, which could be
counted on to be spectacular.
But in each of the past two years, one

tank has caught our eye. In 2014, it was
tank 13. In 2015, it was tank 9. And in
each case that’s what we had bottled for
ourselves.
Pressed on October 9th, 2015, at the

very start of the harvest, tank 9 is the
essence of a great early-harvest Tuscan oil,
with excellent color, lots of artichoke and
pepper in the nose, a very lively palate, and
a reassuringly peppery finish. It also con-
tains a large amount of polyphenols (as
measured by milligrams of hydroxytyrosol
per kilogram), which is the principal olive
oil attribute believed to promote heart
health.  It is simply glorious. 

2015 Franci Rose Olivastra
Seggianese Grand Cru
$34.95 500ml

Among Franci’s greatest treasures are the
230 Olivastra trees it owns 8 kilometers
to the west towards Mount Amiata, near
the town of Seggiano. This is the town
known by food lovers for its fabulous
Seggianese pastas and by oil insiders for
its Olivastra olive oil. 
Franci’s Olivastra trees are several

hundred years old and, when conditions
are favorable, produce oil with a captivat-
ing scent of roses. 
The oil we chose—tank 23—is a vivid

green, bordering on neon. The nose has
roses in spades, along with a strong mint
character and plenty of classic Tuscan
scents like artichoke, bell pepper and
arugula. 
The palate is surprisingly delicate,

with only moderate amounts of pepper
and amaro.
Franci classifies this oil as Grand Cru,

which tells you something about its
stature. We were really lucky to get some
this year. It is an oil not only of great his-
tory and rarity, but of distinctive beauty.

2015 Franci Villa Magra
Grand Cru*
500ml

*Only Available as part of Set No.1
Villa Magra Grand Cru is arguably 
Tuscany’s most revered olive oil, and 
the best example of Giorgio Franci’s 
mastery of blending. And in most 
years, in major oil competitions in Italy 
and abroad, it is judged the year’s finest 
olio.
Villa Magra Grand Cru is the last oil 

that Giorgio blends. In the weeks 
follow-ing the harvest, he watches 
about a dozen tanks that he believes 
have the potential to be part of the 
year’s Grand Cru blend. 
When we were there the 3rd week of 

November, he had already anointed 
two intensely aromatic tanks, 3 and 4, 
and he definitely had his sight set on 
tanks 5 and 28. But the ultimate 
marriage was still weeks away.
This year’s final blend is an oil 

worthy of Villa Magra Grand Cru. It 
bears Franci’s hallmark refinement and 
bal-ance. Rich in artichoke and 
menthol, the palate is very 
concentrated and creamy, building to a 
long, slightly peppery finish. 
Tremendous balance. Great oil.
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FRANTOIO FRANCI continued from page 6

Franci 3-Bottle Explorer Pack
1 bt each of Villa Magra, Olivastra Seggianese & Villa Magra Grand Cru

$104.85 if purchased individually

$92.50 3-pack
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The Grati Family are the quintessen-
tial Tuscan olive growers. They pro-

duce wine—in fact, excellent
wine—from their Rufina vineyards. But
for us, their calling cards are their amaz-
ing olive oils, from three different olive
groves (oliveti): Vetrice, Monte and
Prunatelli.
Each site commands a high position

overlooking the Rufina valley. This not
only promises beneficially cool tempera-
tures, it also provides relative freedom
from frost, so that most of their trees are
extremely old, having survived the terri-
ble freeze of 1985. 
Each year between1996 until 2013,

we featured oils from all three groves, revel-
ling in their distinctiveness. But this year,
given the extraordinary quality of Monte
and Vetrice, we chose to feature them
alone. They are that great.

Vetrice & Monte
Exhilarating Extra Virgins 

from a Legendary Rufina Grower
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2015 Vetrice 
$25.95 500 ml

In singular years like 2015, Vetrice defines
what Tuscan oil is all about. Its intensity of
color; its Frantoio-dominated bouquet; and
its very rich, long, spicy palate are about the
closest thing you’ll find to olive oil coming
straight from the press. A selection of olives
pressed between October 15th and 30th,
this is one of finest examples of  Vetrice
made in years.

2015 Monte
$25.95 500 ml

All finesse and perfume, Monte plays
Château Margaux to Vetrice’s Château
Latour.  Enjoying one of the highest eleva-
tions of any oliveto in Tuscany, Monte has
some of the region’s oldest trees. This year’s
selection was pressed between November
2nd and 13th and offers fantastic palate-
clinging density, a tribute to the year’s epic
low yields. You’ll want to stock up!

https://www.rarewineco.com/
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Each year, we eagerly await our visit toSelvapiana in Rufina. It’s an impor-
tant visit not only because we love their
oils, but because the quality of their har-
vest is usually a good indication of how
things went generally in Tuscany. So, it’s
usually one of our first stops.
Selvapiana’s main business is, of course,

wine, and olive oil is more a labor of love
for the estate. They have two main
clients—RWC and a high-profile UK
restaurant; between the two of us, we soak
up most of their production. Yet, if the
weather doesn’t cooperate, and they have
problems with the harvest, they’re willing
to leave all the fruit on the trees, as they’ve
done twice in the past decade. 
Fortunately, 2015 produced stunning

oil, with the brilliant green color you see
when the estate really nails it. 
For this offering, we selected the oil

that was being stored in Vasca 2, which
was picked between October 26th and
30th. It is a classic Selvapiana oil, with all
the power and richness this important
estate is famed for. 

2015 Selvapiana
$25.95 500ml
Reminiscent of those great Selvapiana oils
from the late 1990s, this has it all. The
color is brilliantly green, and the nose is
explosive, with vivid notes of artichoke,
grass, asparagus, and subtle floral tones.
The palate has the Rufina power we all
yearn for, with great richness and concen-
tration and a long peppery finish. Making
olive oil at Selvapiana is a roller-coaster
ride, with great harvests juxtaposed to dis-
astrous ones. Mark this year up as great. 

Selvapiana, Rufina
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This year’s tasting at Selvapiana.

"The best American source for fine Tuscan olive oil: The Rare Wine Co."
Ed Behr, Art of Eating
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Old-timers among Tuscan olive oil
growers believe that the key to

aromatic power in their oils is a cold 
snap in late October. And such events 
have been less and less frequent in 
recent years.
But in 2015, nature was kind to 

our good friend Cesare Coda 
Nunziate, scion of the noble family 
that owns Colognole. In a game of 
meterologic brinksmanship, the very 
last day of the month, Halloween, 
delivered what he needed. 
That night, a strong cold wind 

came whistling down the Appenine 
valleys that connect Rufina to the 
north of Italy. Temperatures plunged 
overnight, setting the stage for his 
most wonderfully aromatic oils in 
years. 
And no one was more deserving of 

a great year than Cesare. He has some 
of the most beautiful old olive oil 
groves in Tuscany, on the slopes of 
Montegiovi, the mountain that towers 
over the town of Rufina. 
And like his neighbors, in the

spring he suffered through rain at the 
time of flowering for Moraiolo, so that 
only the Frantoio olives developed 
well.  Yields were also very low, just 
11–12% weight of oil to weight of the 
olives.
But the compensation came in the 

quality of the year’s oil, especially the 
oil in Vasca 4, which we chose. It was 
also Cesare’s favorite oil of 2015: rich 
in Frantoio character, with plenty of 
spice.  

2015 Colognole
$24.95 500ml

The lustrous color is medium green
with glints of gold.  Aromatically,
there are loads of floral scents to go
along with the classic artichoke and
grass that typifies a Colognole oil. The
palate is richly detailed and textured,
building slowly to a wonderfully pep-
pery finish. A gem from one of our
favorite estates.
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A Cold Halloween Wind
Colognole, Rufina
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For the first 18 years we visited Rufina in search of oil, we thought we knew everyone.But then in 2012, we discovered the Il Giardino estate, whose owner, Andrea Pavi, not
only has his own frantoio (pressing facility), he descends from four generations of olive
growers in Rufina.
His 10,000 trees over 50 hectares—mostly the Frantoio variety—make Il Giardino

among the largest oil estates in the area. Andrea uses no pesticides, and the estate is now cer-
tified organic.
All Andrea makes is oil, which is unusual for Rufina where most estates do both oil and

wine. Andrea’s explanation is that he prefers to do one thing well, and so he does.
His is also a firm traditionalist, believing that filtration can remove some of the oil’s char-

acter, including some of the pleasing amaro and pizzica which is so quintessential to Tuscan
oil.
And here’s the best part: Andrea’s prices, which are the lowest we’ve come across in the

elite Rufina zone.
On our annual visit with Andrea, we selected his November 1st pressing for this year’s

bottling. The exceptionally low yield of less than 13% (weight of the oil to the weight of
the olives) is reflected in the oil’s concentration. The color is a moderately extracted yellow-
green and there’s a nice pepperiness in the finish. The nose and palate are classic for a
Rufina extra virgin. 
Andrea’s modest prices, combined with this year’s strong Dollar, allows us to bring the

2015 Il Giardino oil to you at a sensationally low price. 

2015 Il Giardino
$19.95 500ml

Olive green color. The nose is exudes scents of artichoke, grass, asparagus, butter and
chive. The palate is full-bodied, with very good weight and texture, and then picks up a
bit of heat towards the back, finally ending in a slow, gentle pepperiness. There are few
Tuscan oils of such quality to be found at a price this low. Sadly, we only have a small
amount to go around.

Il Giardino, Rufina
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Frascole is a new discovery for us thisyear. At 350 to 500 meters above sea
level, the estate overlooks the town of
Dicomano, where the Mugello Valley
ends and Rufina’s Sieve Valley begins. As
a consequence, it lies at the gateway to
what is arguably Tuscany’s greatest olive
terroir.
In 1985, the estate’s olive trees were

all killed to the ground in that year’s his-
toric January freeze. But the roots sur-
vived, and the trunks regenerated. Yet, it
wasn’t until the estate was sold to pas-
sionate new owners a decade later that
the trees received the necessary care to
resume serious production.
Now, with another twenty years hav-

ing passed, Frascole is again taking its
place among the best small oil producers
in Rufina.
Today, in a normal year, Frascole has

the potential to make about 6000 liters
of extra virgin olive oil. But in 2015,
their pickers failed to show up, leaving

the owners and staff to collect what few
olives they could. At the end of the har-
vest, only 120 liters of oil were pressed,
mostly from Frantoio olives with a bit of
Leccino. As at other Rufina estates, the
Moraiolo didn’t flower. 
We bought what we could of

Frascole’s 2015 oil, and it’s not much.
Still, we’d suggest that you include a
bottle or two in this year’s purchases. 

2015 Frascole
$24.95 500ml

Yellow-green color, with scents of
white and black pepper, wheatgrass and
asparagus. Real elegance on the
palate—smooth with fine density and
no hard edges, and mild by Rufina
standards. The finish builds subtly but
persistently, with just a bit of pepperi-
ness.  
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Frascole, Rufina

We are not responsible for typographical errors. All items and prices subject to availability. Request a copy of our terms of sale or read them
at www.rarewineco.com.  © 2016  The Rare Wine Co.

Orders received by 5pm PST on Monday March 14th 
will ship UPS Ground the week of March 21st.

(Oil orders ship separately from wine.)

A Special Note for Customers who already have
2015 olive oil on order (from our December offer): 
Place a new order for 6 or more bottles—and let us ship both orders 
together—to receive a $15 discount towards the cost of shipping. 

Use the coupon code SHIPTOGETHER. 

https://www.rarewineco.com/
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Il Poggione’s extra virgin olive oil hasscaled new heights since their state-of-
the-art pressing facility was built a dozen
years ago, to take full advantage of
Poggione’s wealth of ancient olive trees,
rooted in rocky soil near Montalcino. 
We’ve had ringside seats to their

ascendence, having visited the estate each
fall since 1995, and having tasted
through hundreds of pressings over that
time. And each year we come away with
one particular pressing that excites us. 
But this year was different. While

tasting Poggione’s glorious 2010
Brunello Riserva for the first time—find
it and buy it!—and tasting through all of
the year’s olive oil lots, we began to think
that we could improve on the individual
lots with a careful blend. 
Our base was the very creamy Lot 5

—100% Moraiolo harvested on October
20th. For “cut,” we added an equal part
of Lot  8—100% Frantoio harvested on

November 5th. Finally, for aromatics, we
blended in Lot 7, also all Frantoio, but
picked ten days earlier, on 10/25. 
The final blend—which was bottled

exclusively for us—was superior to any
of the individual lots on their own. And
at $34.95 for a full liter, it is the most
phenomenal bargain in Tuscan oil.

2015 Il Poggione
$34.95 Liter  $95/3 btls

One of the best Poggiones in years.
Medium green color. The nose is both
complex and familiar: artichoke, grass,
chives and freshly mown underbrush.
This oil is smooth and lively in the
mouth, echoing the bouquet through to
the lightly peppery finish. This will be a
very versatile oil, thanks to its ample
body and intense flavor. This is sure to
be a go-to oil for many this year.

Il Poggione, Montalcino

One of the many popular misconcep-
tions about olive oil is that it is best

used for frying and salad dressings. True,
the destiny of cheap oils may be to fry
with, and the metier of light oils is to dress
a salad. But a rich, aromatic top-rank
Tuscan oil has a higher calling.
Great Tuscan olive oils come into their

own when drizzled over foods, especially if
the foods are warm. While fine Tuscan oils
are wonderful for frying or sautéing, pour-
ing a great oil over something warm mag-
nifies its aromas, unleashing all of its

power. Perhaps the most classic use for
extra virgin olive oil is fettunta—grilled
bread, drizzled with oil and served warm.
(Before drizzling the oil, it is common to
rub the bread with a garlic clove; the
bread’s warmth melts the garlic.)
Even applying Tuscan oil to cold foods

can be a sybaritic experience. Take, for
example, something as simple as fresh moz-
zarella bathed in a rich Tuscan oil, seasoned
just with salt and freshly ground pepper.
Add some crusty bread to sop up the
cheese-infused oil and ... Mamma mia!

The Tuscans understand intuitively
how to use their oils, and many of their
methods are amazingly simple. For exam-
ple, they drizzle their olio over grilled fish or
meat; gently-cooked white beans or chick
peas; raw vegetables like sliced fennel or
baby artichokes; steamed asparagus;
bruschetta of fresh tomato, basil and
minced garlic; fava beans with pecorino
cheese; and any hearty, thick soup.
For more uses of Tuscan extra virgin oil,

consult any good Tuscan or Italian cook-
book.

Tuscan Olive Oil & Food
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Like Giorgio Franci, Valeria Ronconi is revered by olive oilaficionados. Her efforts to perfect olive oil extraction tech-
nology have won her nearly as much admiration as the quality
of her Melograno oils.
A grower for more than 30 years, Signora Ronconi is work-

ing closely with agronomists to develop a new system of extrac-
tion to retain structure, antioxidants and vitamins, while virtu-
ally eliminating oxygen during pressing and extraction. 
With few exceptions, each of her oils reveals remarkable

purity, varietal clarity and balance. This was our 14th harvest
working with Signora Ronconi. 
Normally we taste from luminescently green jugs by the fire

in her home. But this year, she took us across the lawn to the
cantina where she keeps her tanks. They’re not tanks as you’d
see at either Il Poggione or Franci, containing a thousand liters
or more. These are more like milk cans, each with the capacity
to hold the oil from just 300 kilograms of olives. 
As we tasted through these small tanks, one oil jumped out.

The tank had a small tag written “Frantoio November 5th.”
The oil was magical: one of the most amazing we’ve tasted in
years. We quickly looked for other cans with the same descrip-
tion. We found two more, and they were just as incredible.
Altogether there were about 100 liters of this oil. 
We decided on the spot to buy this oil—and this oil

alone—as a tribute to Signora
Ronconi’s skill and dedication as an
oil maker.  
So, there you have it. One of the

true greats, though sadly extremely
limited. 

2015 Melograno
$29.95 500ml
This is what great Tuscan olive oil is
all about, with a pronounce scent of
artichoke, against a tapestry of
wheatgrass, asparagus, arugla, chive
and creamy butter. When the oil
first hits your tongue, you know
you’re in for a ride. And you’re not
wrong. The flavors and texture
build relentlessly across the palate,
finishing in a second burst of arti-
choke, with just enough heat to
remind you the oil’s Chianti
Classico origins. Simply brilliant!
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Cogno is hidden away at the end of a dirt road in the
heart of Chianti Classico. We first met its owners,

Giovanna and Marco Matteini, in 2007. 
While their year-round business was to run an agriturismo,

their hearts were clearly in making olive oil. They cared for their
groves of Frantoio and Leccino olives with the kind of passion
we’ve seldom seen. We grew to love them not just as exceptional
oil producers, but as friends. 
But last summer, they sold the estate and moved to northern

Italy. We met with the new owners, Françoise Stoll and Edmée
Lepercq, in November. While committed to continuing the
Matteinis’ tradition of making great olive oil, they admitted
that, with the purchase of the property, and renovations to the
house, it wasn’t possible to do single-varietal oils as Marco and
Giovanni had done. They made just one 2015 oil from tiny
yields (only about 1 liter per tree). 
They’ve named their oil ELEIVA, which is the Etruscan

word for Olive.
The oil is a stunner! A blend of Frantoio and Leccino har-

vested between October 19th and November 9th, it is a true
reflection of the estate’s old trees, 550-meter elevation, organic

farming and a microclimate that allows the olives to ripen slow-
ly and evenly. 
We look forward to next year, when hopefully Françoise and

Edmée will again be producing single-varietal oils. But for now,
revel in their Frantoio-Leccino blend from 2015. Very limited
availability. 

2015 Podere Cogno “Eleiva”
$25.95 500ml

It’s a testament to Cogno’s fabulous olive groves that
Françoise and Edmée were able to make a stellar oil despite all
the distractions (and their newness at oil-making). The oil’s
brilliant green color—typical of Cogno—is followed by a per-
fume that evokes scents of chive blossom, bell pepper, freshly
mown grass, cracked black pepper and orchard fruits. This a
powerful oil, loaded with spice and very vivid flavors of fresh
olives. A classic Tuscan oil that bodes well for continued excel-
lence at this bellwether estate.
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Podere Cogno
Castellina in Chianti (Organic)

To place your order online, either through our website or via email, click here.

“A top source of extremely fine Tuscan olive oils.”
Matt Kramer on The Rare Wine Co.
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Bettina Rogosky’s Il Carnasciale estate
produces Il Caberlot, the legendary

Super Tuscan. But this high-altitude site also
produces some of Tuscany’s most beautiful
olive oils. In fact, before the Caberlot vines
were planted in 1986, the site was planted
only to olive trees—mostly dating from the
1860s and of the Frantoio variety.
Today, just 500 ancient trees remain,

making the oil even more precious. The
olives are quickly and gently pressed, and
the oil is bottled unfiltered. And this beauti-
ful oil comes in a striking ceramic bottle,
which all by itself separates Carnasciale’s
extra virgin from every other oil.
And no oil has a more devoted follow-

ing among our clients. And it requires devo-
tion, since so little is made! In most years,

we can only allocate a bottle or two per
client, and the same appears to be the case
this year. 
You won’t want to miss it.

2015 Il Carnasciale 
$34.95 500 ml

One of the most elegant of Tuscan olive
oils—as elegant as Bettina—and at the
top level of recent Carnasciale releases.
The overall impression is luxury, like silk.
Scents of dandelion, alfalfa, chive and
peppercorns dominate, with a hint of
lemon. On the palate a subtle, but cool,
mintiness adds to the oil’s complexity. The
texture is smooth and the finish is long.  

Il Carnasciale, Mercatale Valdarno

Our awakening to the glories of great
Tuscan oil came in the mid-1980’s,

when we had dinner one April night at the
venerable Montalcino estate, Il Poggione. 
They were rightly proud of their extra

virgin olive oil, encouraging us to pour it
on every dish short of dessert. It was
exhilarating. We dipped and drizzled
with abandon: over the thick Tuscan
soup, on fennel bulbs, over the grilled
meat; and on thick slices of toasted
bread. 
We didn’t realize at the time that we

were enjoying a precious commodity, as
great Tuscan oil can only be made from
tiny yields, and by harvesting early. A

tree in the hills near Florence—harvested
in November—may yield only a liter of
olive oil. Compare this to the commer-
cially farmed trees along Tuscany’s
coast—harvested much later—which
produce 20+ liters of oil per tree. 
After our experience at Il Poggione,

we were shocked to discover just how
difficult it was to find comparable oils in
the United States. Even the expensive
oils available here didn’t come close to
matching Il Poggione’s. In fact, most of
the oils we found were tired, the result of
being too old or improperly stored. We
were also frustrated by the fact that few
labels revealed the olive source or year of

production.
We took matters into our own hands.

Beginning in 1995, we began importing
our own selections. Each November, we
taste on site, before the oils are blend-
ed—selecting pressings that offer the
most character, structure and balance. 
We also have the trade’s strictest stan-

dards: offering only ruthlessly selected
single-estate oils, providing clear and
informative labels, shipping under strict
temperature control, and offering the
new oils as soon as they are pressed and
bottled.
If we’ve become America’s best source for

Tuscan olive oil, these are the reasons why. 

A Labor of Love
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Microclimates: Olive oil is produced throughout the
Mediterranean, but many feel that the greatest oils of all are
produced in Tuscany’s interior hills—from old trees in poor
soil and cool microclimates.
While coastal Tuscany produces some of the region’s great-

est wines, we believe that interior olive groves typically pro-
duce better oil. So, long ago we restricted our search for great
oils to areas well away from the sea.

Ripeness: The time of harvest is crucial, with the best
Tuscan oils made from olives that are harvested in October or
early November, while many are still green. Olives at this
stage of ripeness produce an oil with a green color and intense
flavors of artichoke and freshly cut grass. 
These “early-harvest” oils also have extraordinary struc-

ture—plus the ability to withstand the four enemies of olive
oil: age, heat, light and air. In fact, a good early-harvest oil, if
properly stored, can easily keep for two years, and often even
longer. In contrast, most commercially available olive oils
(including many expensive ones) already show noticeable
deterioration six months after the harvest.
The explanation is that early-harvest olives have substan-

tially more antioxidants. Consequently, Tuscan olive oils that
have a greenish color hold up much better after opening,
maintaining their fresh aromas and flavors.
So, why not harvest all the olives early and produce only

great oil? The answer is “time and money.” Most growers pre-
fer to wait until the olives offer little resistance and can either
be swept from the trees or fall to the ground on their own. 
Early picking also produces much less oil from the same

weight of olives. Our growers often obtain only one to two
liters of olive oil per tree; the big commercial olive oil produc-
ers, who harvest later, can produce many times that amount
from a single tree.

Speed of Pressing: It is crucial that the fruit arrive at the frantoio
(the press house) speedily and unbruised. Otherwise, the olives
will oxidize and develop a high level of oleic acid.  
The International Olive Oil Council (IOOC) has adopted

oleic acid as a standard measure of quality; a high percentage indi-
cates overripeness, damage or that olives have sat around too long
before pressing. The IOOC permits the “Extra Virgin” label only
if an oil has less than one gram of free acidity, expressed as oleic
acid, per 100 grams of oil (one percent). 
In fact, top Tuscan oils have a fraction of the permitted level of

oleic acid. This is due to their early harvest and the great care that
goes into making them. 

Method of Extraction: Olive pressing basics have changed little
in recent years: the entire olive (skin, pulp and pit) is crushed,
ground and worked into a paste. The oil is extracted from this
paste, exposing it to as little heat and oxygen as possible. But while
the essentials haven’t changed much, many improvements have
been made to the processing equipment, to obtain purer, cleaner
oil, with a high level of polyphenols and a minimum of oxidation.

Age:Top Tuscan oils have a window of optimum usability that is
greater than for other oils—and they can often age for several
years when well stored. In estimating ageability, look to variables
such as pepperiness, green color and depth of flavor in the young
oil. Generally, the more intense these characteristics, the better the
prospects for extended aging.  

Keeping Oil Fresh: Great Tuscan oils withstand heat and light
better than other oils, but they still deteriorate if abused.
Unopened bottles should be stored in a cool, dark place like a
wine cellar. Once opened, they are best kept in a cool, dark cup-
board away from the stove. Following these rules, your oils will
remain fresh and vibrant.

The Differences Between 
Good & Great

Just as subtle differences in grape source and vinification can profoundly 
influence the quality of a wine, there are factors that separate great olive oils 

from merely good ones. Here are the most important of them.
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